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Star Wars A New Hope Vol. 4
The fourth book of Jesper's wonderfully wicked adventures is chock-ablock full of all kinds of fishing tales. There are mackerels to be
sure, but also a creature a little bit furrier than a fish running
loose on the beach. And it's up to Jesper (aka Detective J. Jinx) to
save the day before it turns into a fishy nightmare! ALLERGY WARNING:
This book contains fish! Contains the stories: Jesper Jinx and
Melinda's Secret, Jesper Jinx aka Detective J. Jinx, The Man with the
Black Fedora, My Great Escape from the Beach (by Fernando the Ferret),
Jesper Jinx Goes Fishing and a BONUS story: Melinda's Stinky NightyNight Tale.

Star Wars - A Shattered Hope
A rebel pilot and a rogue archaeologist delve into the darkest shadows
of the galaxy side by side, as Luke Skywalker reluctantly teams up
with Doctor Aphra! The not-so-good Doctor will make Luke an offer he
can't afford to pass upone that leads him to a very rare gathering at
the heart of the infamous Screaming Citadel! Will Luke fi nd what he's
looking for? Can Aphra be trusted? Or will they both wind up victims
of the Citadel's queen? And as this unlikely duo steps right into the
lair of one of the most powerful, reclusive and dangerous women in the
galaxy, can Han and Leia be far behind them? COLLECTING: STAR WARS:
DOCTOR APHRA 7-8, STAR WARS 31-32, STAR WARS: THE SCREAMING CITADEL 1

Star Wars Vol. 9
Darth Vader has been secretly pursuing his own agenda, but now it is
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time for the End of Games. As Inspector Thanoth returns with some
startling information, it seems that Vader may have passed his
master's tests. But even after finding favor in the eyes of the
Emperor, the Dark Lord's schemes may yet prove his undoing Plus, the
killer droids Triple-Zero and Beetee wreak havoc in their own
homicidal adventure! Marvel's in-depth exploration of the Dark Side of
Star Wars goes from strength to strength! COLLECTING: DARTH VADER
20-25

Star Wars Legends Epic Collection: The New Republic Vol. 4
Collecting Star Wars: Doctor Aphra #20-25. Doctor Aphra is behind
bars. Again. But this time she’s in Imperial custody, strapped to an
explosive transmitter synced to a single hubdroid. Take one step too
far? Kablooey! So what happens when Aphra’s captors send her hubdroid
right into the middle of a war zone? And what’s this rumor about the
prison being haunted? Meanwhile, Aphra’s got information — and it’s
information the Rebellion wants. But how far are they willing to go —
and who are they willing to recruit — to get it? Surely even our
lovable rogue archaeologist can’t find a way to make things even
worse, right? Wrong. Because Aphra’s current flame, Inspector Tolvan,
and Aphra’s ex, Sana Starros, are about to meet. Awkward. But that’s
nothing compared to a certain tall, dark shadow about to fall across
her.

Jesper Jinx Goes Fishing
Warning: For Mature Adult Audiences. Contains wording and actions some
may deem offensive. Sexually explicit content. Ménage - MFM In book
four of the Chosen War: Mia had wanted to prove her independence and
she thought a job would do it. What she had found turned her life
upside down—put her in danger—placed her on the run. She found things
out that she thought only lived in the romance novel she read. Boy,
had she been wrong—and lucky. Striker and Eric are asked to provide
safe passage to the Senate for someone needing protection on her way
to safety. What should have been an easy job, turns into a fiasco at
every turn since the Rogues decided to follow. The two men not only
have trouble chasing their every move, they have a human that has set
them both on fire—one who just recently found that magical creatures
exist. In this action packed addition to the Chosen War, welcome back
your favorite characters and fall in love with the new ones. Join in
as once again your favorite characters show that love and laughter can
overcome all.

Christopher Columbus and the New World of His Discovery
Bounty Hunters on the attack--against the Empire! Vader has a new
mission to do for the Empire. Unfortunately, it's completely at odds
with his own mission. What's a Dark Lord to do? Plus: Who is Tagge's
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mysterious new agent? COLLECTING: Darth Vader 7-12

Star Wars the Empire Strikes Back Vol. 4
This volume collects over five hundred pages of Star Wars adventures
from the classic era of the original films! Luke Skywalker and his
Rebel friends battle the oppressive Empire in stories set shortly
before and after the galaxy’s restoration to a New Republic in Return
of the Jedi. This volume collects Marvel Comics’ Star Wars #68–#85, as
well as the original four-issue adaptation of Star Wars: Return of the
Jedi!

Star Wars Vol. 7
Collects Darth Vader (2017) #13-25, Darth Vader (2016) Annual #2.
Darth Vader’s imperious rise continues! As the Empire’s grip on the
galaxy tightens, the stirrings of a rebellion begin in the Mon Cala
system. The fearsome Darth Vader knows that order must be maintained
at all costs — but bringing Mon Cala to heel means finding the
surviving Jedi that foment this unrest. As Vader, Tarkin and their
Inquisitors hunt their targets, the seas will weep! Meanwhile, Vader
discovers a theft — and when the thief faces the consequences, Emperor
Palpatine rewards his disciple with a chilling gift! Seeking the path
to destiny, Vader returns to the place of his greatest defeat.
Darkness rises above Mustafar as Vader’s brutal design begins to take
shape — but will the planet’s inhabitants stand for this desecration?
And what can they do against the Dark Lord?

Monogram 1 Blank Book
Collecting Star Wars: Heir To The Empire #1-6, Star Wars: Dark Force
Rising #1-6 And Star Wars: The Last Command #1-6. The Thrawn Trilogy
is here! Five years after the glorious rebel victory against the
second Death Star, Luke Skywalker is the first of a new line of Jedi
Knights! Han Solo and Princess Leia are married and have taken on many
of the burdens of governing the New Republic. But the galaxy is not
yet safe. Far, far away, something festers. One lingering faction of
the Empire — near death, but all the more dangerous for it. And a new
discovery could spark it back into life. The last of the Emperor’s
warlords, Admiral Thrawn, is ready to seize his chance as a dark and
deadly force — and suddenly, the odds are stacked heavily against
Luke, Leia and Han!

Star Wars Legends Epic Collection: The Rebellion Vol. 4
Star Wars: Darth Vader Vol. 2
Razor O'Banick + Danger = Good ReadDiscover the first novel in the
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Razor O'Banick "Danger Series". More Thrillers are sure to follow.A
story starting with Colonel Razor O'Banick's brushes with Danger in
Iraq and continuing to face heavy duty enemies up to the present and
into next year when a young scientist pushes the envelope by
developing cheap energy to replace oil. The future is here now and it
is definitely frightening.Twists, turns, and lots of action with
O'Banick facing new and terrible enemies in this first thriller by L.
Allen Stovey.Reviews"A powerful convincing story of gripping
suspense." E book.net"Stovey writes a tale as real as today's
headlines." Marg Lester, author"We can't wait for the second book in
this seriesBravo Mr. Stovey." Best New Authors GroupBiographyJesse H.
Neal Award winning author, L. Allen Stovey was born in Detroit,
Michigan, of German and Irish parents. It was nearing end of the great
depression and the beginning of World War II. It may have been the
best times to grow up in North America. All of the children of those
war years lost a bit of their innocence at an early age.As a winner of
the Chilton Publishing Award for Editorial Excellence, L. Allen moved
on to writing short stories, mysteries and poetry. His new book on,
Writing Fiction Well, has been declared a concise, but complete guide
to writing. It gives the busy writers in today's fast paced world a
quick guide to keep their writing on track.Reading has always been an
important part of life for Allen. He strives to read at least four
full length books a month. He lived in the Philadelphia area many
years before moving to Texas. He currently lives in Texas with his
wife. He divides his time between traveling and writing.

Star Wars Return of the Jedi Vol. 4
Two of the biggest titles in comics collide in the first crossover of
the new Marvel age of Star Wars! When Darth Vader accidentally finds
himself facing off against the Rebel Fleet on his own, he is sent
crashing onto a nearby planet. Will the Rebels seize this opportunity
to put an end to one of their greatest enemies - or will they be made
to feel the full power of the Dark Side? The Sith Lord may be down, he
isn't out! All your favorites are here, old and new, good and evil:
Luke! Vader! Leia! Aphra! Han! Threepio, Artoo, Triple-Zero and BT-1!
And, in a hair-raising battle of the Wookiees, Chewbacca versus Black
Krrsantan! Roooarrgh ur roo! COLLECTING: STAR WARS: VADER DOWN #1,
STAR WARS #13-14, DARTH VADER #13-15.

On Danger's Edge
Explore Darth Vader's early history! Picking up directly where Star
Wars: Episode III Revenge of the Sith ends, follow Vader as he
receives his legendary red lightsaber and rises to power as a Dark
Lord of the Sith! When Anakin Skywalker fell, both to the pull of the
dark side and the blade of Obi-Wan Kenobi, he rose back up, more
machine than man. Having lost everything that was once dear to him, he
now takes his first steps into a darker worldbeginning by hunting down
and eradicating the galaxy's remaining Jedi! But Jocasta Nu, librarian
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of the Jedi Temple, is making a desperate effort to gather and
preserve whatever she can of the religion's legacy. Palpatine views
her as a particular threat to the Empire - does her knowledge make her
a one-woman Jedi Order?

Star Wars
Darth Vader has just encased your friend in carbonite, taken over your
city, and is planning on leaving a detachment of stormtroopers behind
to make sure you behave. Looks like it`s time to get out of Cloud
City! Join Han, Leia, Chewie, and Lando as they ask the question, Your
father is WHO?!.

Star Wars Legends Epic Collection
Lost tales of the Jedi, revealed! Obi-Wan has slowly adjusted to his
life of exile on Tatooine, secretly protecting young Luke Skywalker.
But now injustice reigns as villainous scum run rampant, extorting
moisture farmers and wreaking havoc. Will "Old Ben" risk revealing
himself to do what's right? And when Jabba the Hutt hires a bounty
hunter to fi nd out who's been thwarting his men, Obi-Wan must take on
the galaxy's deadliest Wookiee, Black Krrsantan! Plus, years earlier,
when Obi-Wan was still a Padawan, Master Yoda found himself trapped on
a savage world with a hidden power. Yoda must learn the secret of the
stones - and his struggle in the past will aff ect Luke in the
present! And can Obi-Wan save a young Tusken Raider? COLLECTING: STAR
WARS (2015) 7, 15, 20, 26-30; MATERIAL FROM STAR WARS (2015) 37

Star Wars Legacy II Vol. 4
Darth Vader has been secretly pursuing his own agenda, but now it is
time for the End of Games. As Inspector Thanoth returns with some
startling information, it seems that Vader may have passed his
master's tests. But even after finding favor in the eyes of the
Emperor, the Dark Lord's schemes may yet prove his undoing Plus, the
killer droids Triple-Zero and Beetee wreak havoc in their own
homicidal adventure! Marvel's in-depth exploration of the Dark Side of
Star Wars goes from strength to strength! COLLECTING: DARTH VADER
20-25.

Star Wars Omnibus: A Long Time Ago . Volume 4
Collects Star Wars (2013) #13-14, 19-20, Star Wars: The Art of the Bad
Deal #1. After a defeat by the Rebels, Darth Vader is on a mission to
instill fear and discipline in the Imperial ranks—with his own elite
stormtroopers. Meanwhile, having evaded Vader once again, Han Solo,
Chewbacca, Princess Leia, and Luke Skywalker strike another blow for
freedom!
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Star Wars
Four more thrilling tales of planets in peril and Jedi in jeopardy!
The Clone Wars grind through the galaxy, shaking every system to its
core and testing loyalties on both sides of the conflict. The last
days of the Jedi are at hand, but if their Order is to fall, they're
going down swinging! Presenting another round of lightning-paced,
action-packed, all-ages Star Wars goodness, all told in the same
stripped-down stylization as Cartoon Network's micro-series. • The
Clone Wars Adventures series are a top seller, and very kid-friendly,
perfect for younger readers.

Christopher
Continuing the imperious rise of the Dark Lord! A Jedi makes a
desperate deal. The Inquisitors' mission evolves. And Darth Vader
discovers a theft And when the thief faces the consequences of their
crime, Emperor Palpatine rewards Darth Vader with three gifts: A
thing, a choiceand a voice. Seeking the path to his destiny, Vader
returns to the place of his birth. There, echoes from the past reach
out to him - both his own past, and the dark history of the Sith! Be
here for a story that could only be called "Fortress Vader"!
COLLECTING: DARTH VADER 19-25 Judi Cuervo Hachette Book Group 1290
Avenue of the Americas - 5th Floor New York, NY 10104 (212) 364-1191

The Grey Code
Featuring 25 geometric intricate line drawings of diverse patterns,
this collection is for everyone who loves to color. These designs
provide endless opportunity for experimentation with color and
technique. The imaginative patterns and borders give each design a
polished appearance. Specially designed for experienced colorists,
coloring books offer an escape to a world of inspiration and artistic
fulfillment. You will get hours of enjoyment and stress relief as you
enhance the designs with colored pencils, markers, and other art
media. Considered beneficial to all ages, coloring has been proven to
generate wellness and quietness, as well as to stimulate the brain
areas related to the senses and creativity. We present this book as
one of several coloring books. These artistic drawings offer
complexity to engage the brain, but also simplicity, in that there are
no rules or even guidelines.

Star Wars Vol. 3
Collects Star Wars #26-30. With one member of the rebel crew captured
and imprisoned, we turn once more to the journals of Ben Kenobi and a
legendary adventure with Jedi MasterYoda!

Star Wars: Clone Wars Adventures Volume 6
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Our monogram series is available in A-Z, 1-9, varied icons (some
designs), multiple interior formats and colors/textures. [View other
cover designs and interior formats by searching the Series Title or
just the Title, first part or whole.] Product quality is higher than
shown in store-created imagery. There is nothing like the feel of
pen/pencil on paper for your thoughts, dreams, experiences, doodles,
plans, designs, etc. recorded in the moment. Carry and use this blank
book for a journal, sketchbook, scrapbook, field notes, designs, logs,
etc. or any on-the-go needs! 150+ blank pages with only page numbers.
Also includes: blank field title page to fill in 6-page blank table of
contents for later reference entries fully page numbered main matter
HIGH GLOSS FINISH for extra protection on the go See other designs and cover design-matched internal formats - available from "N.D.
Author Services" (NDAuthorServices.com) in its multiple series of 600,
365 or 150 page Mega-Journals, Journals, Notebooks, Sketchbooks, etc.
with for interior formats like Lined, Blank / Sketch, Grid, Hex,
Meeting, Planner and others. Over 10,000 individual variations across
pg. count + cover design + interior format as of 2018.

Star Wars
The manga-style Star Wars saga concludes with this, the fourthvolume
of Star Wars: A New Hope -- Manga, artfully rendered by the hand of
Hisao Tamaki. You won`t want to miss the dramatic final assault by the
Rebels on the Death Star. It`s Star Wars like you`ve never seen it
before!

Race to Destiny
The Galactic Empire has fallen, In its wake two new governments have
risen, The Republic Empire, rulers of the inner systems, And the Order
of the Empire, that controls the outer rim. These two governments live
in an uneasy alliance. The Jedi Order has been reestablished as peace
keepers, between the two governing systems of the galaxy. Though the
Jedi Order exist, the Jedi live in scattered groups, Each group
establishing its own temple and their own laws. The Jedi only answer
to their Grand Masters and the Governments they serve. Planetary
systems live in chaos as the two governments fight for territory.
While the Republic Empire prefers diplomacy, The Order of the Empire
refers planetary occupation and Favoritism of influential citizens to
control the planets in their territory. Civil war looms on the
horizon, Can the scattered and disjointed Jedi Order restore peace,
Before it is too late

Star Wars: From the Journals of Obi-Wan Kenobi
Collects Star Wars (2015) #38-43. The possibility of the Death Star
changed everything. But its destruction proved that the Empire is not
irresistible. The specter of the devastating weapon brought together a
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patchwork cloth of people, united in hope. And now these rebels
continue to fight for a better tomorrow for a galaxy far, far away!
Jedha was left in ruins when the Death Star annihilated the Holy City
— now, as Queen Trios’ forces move in to strip what’s left, the rebels
struggle to preserve the planet for its survivors! With the Leviathan
looming, Luke Skywalker is torn between his allegiance to the
Rebellion and pursuing the path of a Jedi — so who will lead the
charge against the Empire? The echoes of Rogue One continue to be
heard in an all-new adventure written by Kieron Gillen (DARTH VADER,
DOCTOR APHRA)!

Star Wars: Darth Vader - Dark Lord of the Sith Vol. 4
Collects Star Wars Tales (1999) #13-16. Star Wars Tales Volume 4
features an astonishing collection of stories featuring Jedi Master
Mace Windu, Luke Skywalker, Princess Leia, Han Solo, and of course the
big man himself—Darth Vader! Tales has explored every corner of the
Star Wars galaxy and kept readers coming back for more!

Star Wars
Collects Star Wars (2015) #50-55 and Star Wars Annual (2015) #4. A New
Hope led here! A secret rebel base. A secret rebel fleet. A chance of
victory but now, Darth Vader has found it. There is no escape. The
Empire first strikes back here and now! Can the Millennium Falcon
stand alone against the entire Imperial Fleet? Not to mention a TIE
Advanced Starfighter with a certain Sith Lord as its pilot?! As the
rebels’ plans crumble, Princess Leia must discover the cause of this
disaster — before it’s too late! Her mission leads her aboard Darth
Vader’s personal Dreadnought but he always seems to know when his
enemies are near. If the Rebellion is to live on, sacrifice is needed
but if hope dies, what survives? Plus: Luke Skywalker and smuggler
Sana Starros attend a high-stakes podracing event but why? Place your
bets!

Star Wars: The Screaming Citadel
After deception and defeat by Rebel forces and the escape of Luke
Skywalker, Darth Vader is on a mission to instill fear and discipline
in Imperial ranks with a group of elite stormtroopers - and the Dark
Lord's own lightsaber. But after the Rebels once again evade Vader's
wrath, Han Solo, Chewbacca, Princess Leia, and Luke Skywalker find
themselves together on the Millennium Falcon, going undercover to
strike another blow against the Empire

Star Wars
Would you like to increase the effectiveness of your brain while you
have fun?Increase the effectiveness of your brain function with Sudoku
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puzzles.What if you could reduce your chances of Dementia or
Alzheimer's disease by solving Sudoku puzzles? According to the
University of Edinburgh, UK, research has found that Sudoku can
trigger "survival genes" in the brain that normally lay dormant.
Arbëresh Dalipi has been compiling and publishing puzzles for over two
decades. By using his collection of sudoku books you will experience
improved brain functions such as concentration, logical thinking and
memory. Pick up your copy today by clicking on the BUY NOW button at
the top of this page.

Star Wars: Darth Vader Vol. 4
Star Wars Vol. 4
The greatest space adventure of all returns to Marvel! Luke Skywalker
and the ragtag rebels opposing the Galactic Empire are fresh off their
biggest victory so far, the destruction of the massive Death Star. But
the Empire's not toppled yet! Join Luke, Princess Leia, Han Solo,
Chewbacca, C-3PO, R2-D2 and the rest of the Rebel Alliance as they
fight for freedom against Darth Vader and his evil master, the
Emperor! But when a Rebel assault goes wrong, Han and Leia must think
fast to make their escape, while Luke comes face-to-face with Darth
Vader! In the explosive aftermath, a humbled Luke returns to Tatooine
to learn more about his mentor, Obi-Wan Kenobi. Meanwhile, Leia and
Han undertake a vital, and dangerous, secret mission. But can they
succeed without Luke? Plus, the menace of Boba Fett! Collecting Star
Wars (2015) #1–6.

Star Wars Vol. 5
Collects Star Wars: Darth Vader And The Cry Of Shadows #1-5; Star
Wars: Jabba The Hutt — The Gaar Suppoon Hit, The Hunger Of Princess
Nampi, The Dynasty Trap And Betrayal; And Star Wars: Boba Fett — Enemy
Of The Empire #1-4 — Plus Material From Star Wars Tales #7, #11-12,
#15 And #18-20; Star Wars Visionaries Ogn; Dark Horse Presents Annual
’99; And Free Comic Book Day 2012: Star Wars. Bring on the bad guys! A
former trooper, left for dead during the Clone Wars, hears word of a
new, great warrior worthy of following: Darth Vader! But can he prove
himself to the Dark Lord as a stormtrooper? Jabba the Hutt steals the
spotlight in four stories of bartering, backstabbing and betrayal! And
when Vader hires Boba Fett for an important job, will the bounty
hunter end up an enemy of the Empire? Plus: Young Luke Skywalker goes
on a walkabout, Han Solo and Chewbacca have a falling out, and more!

Wild Geometrics Coloring Book for Everyone
Marvel's epic exploration of the Star Wars galaxy continues! First,
take another dive into the journal of Obi-Wan Kenobi! Jabba the Hutt
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has a problem, and he's hired the Wookiee bounty hunter Black
Krrsantan to find out exactly who's been thwarting his men! A certain
old hermit of the dune wastes might know a little something about that
Then, take a walk on the Dark Side with Sgt. Kreel and an elite group
of Imperial soldiers aboard the Star Destroyer Harbinger! It's a nighindestructible weapon of war. But it's also the target of the Rebels'
new top-secret plan. Never afraid of defying the odds, Luke Skywalker,
Han Solo and Leia Organa are determined to make this the last flight
of the Harbinger! COLLECTING: STAR WARS 20-25

Star Wars Tales Vol. 4
The search for Solo! The loveable rogue, frozen in carbonite, has been
taken to Jabba the Hutt - and our favorite rebels want Han back! But
as Lando Calrissian returns to fi nd Cloud City a death trap, R2-D2
and C-3PO face a dangerous spacewalk! Elsewhere, Luke Skywalker braves
a beast on Bazarre - and joins Chewbacca inside a Mind Spider! Leia
undertakes an explosive mission! Shira Brie shares the story of her
people! And in the wake of tragedy, Luke becomes a pariah! Screams in
the void and threats like the Darker unsettle our heroes - but the
hunt for Han soon leads the crew to bounty hunters Dengar, Bossk and
IG-88! And the bizarre discovery of a golden statue of their lost
friend leads to revelations from Han and Chewie's past! COLLECTING:
STAR WARS (1977) 56-73, STAR WARS ANNUAL (1979) 2

Hard Sudoku Pro
The war against the Empire continues! Months after the Death Star's
destruction, the Rebel Alliance has begun the fi ght to take apart the
Empire piece by piece. Rebel strategist Jorin Sol has been rescued
from the enemy's clutches - but is he now friend or foe? And Luke
Skywalker's childhood friend, Imperial Lieutenant Janek "Tank" Sunber,
claims he wants to join the Rebellion - but Princess Leia thinks it's
a trap. Can Luke still trust his old friend? Plus: The cross-time
"Vector" saga continues! Bounty hunter Boba Fett takes on a series of
deadly assignments! Lando Calrissian moves to Cloud City - and much
more! COLLECTING: STAR WARS: REBELLION (2006) 1-16; STAR WARS: BOBA
FETT - OVERKILL (2006) 1; STAR WARS: BOBA FETT (1997) 1/2; MATERIAL
FROM STAR WARS: KNIGHTS OF THE OLD REPUBLIC/REBELLION (2006) 0; STAR
WARS TALES (1999) 3, 15, 17, 21

Star Wars Vol. 4
Collects Star Wars: Legacy (2013) #16-18, Handbook. When Darth Wredd
breaks Imperial Knight Jao Assam out of prison, he clearly has big
plans that involve both the Triumvirate and the remaining Sith. If Jao
could be turned to the dark side, the whole Triumvirate could be in
jeopardy. Empress Fel enlists Ania Solo and her friends in a covert
rescue mission--but Ania and her pals are unaware they're headed into
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a showdown between the Sith and the Imperial Knights (and their
stormtrooper allies) that could alter the balance of power in the
galaxy!

Star Wars: Darth Vader - Dark Lord of the Sith
You thought it couldn`t get any worse after Darth Vader told you he
was your dad. But now he wants to introduce you to his boss, the evil
Emperor Palpatine. Lucky for you, your friends are outside trying to
blow up the very Death Star you`re currently standing inSomething
tells me you`ve had better days than this. Join Luke, Darth, Han,
Leia, and Artoo in the fourth and final volume of Star Wars: The
Return of the Jedi --MANGA! The only Star Wars adaptation that can be
used as a seat cushion while waiting in line for Episode I!

Star Wars Legends Epic Collection: The Original Marvel Years
The original Dark Lord of the Sith stars in his first ongoing series!
Ever since Darth Vader's first on-screen appearance, he has become one
of pop-culture's most popular villains. Now, follow Vader straight
from the ending of A New Hope, (and the pages of the new Star Wars
comic book), into his own solo adventures- showing the Empire's war
with the Rebel Alliance from the other side! But when a Dark Lord
needs help, who can he turn to? As Vader pursues a very personal
vengeance against the Rebels and investigates the Emperor's secret
machinations, he clashes with weapons scavenger Aphra and deadly
Battle Droids, and returns to Geonosis to build an army. But some very
powerful people don't want him to learn the truths he seeks! Gueststarring Jabba the Hutt, Boba Fett and more! Collecting Darth Vader
(2015) #1–6.

Star Wars Vol. 4
Collects Star Wars (2015) #20-25. Marvel’s epic exploration of the
Star Wars galaxy continues! Take a walk on the dark side with Sgt.
Kreel and an elite group of Imperial soldiers aboard the Star
Destroyer Harbinger! It’s a nigh-indestructible weapon of war. It’s
also the target of the rebels’ new top-secret plan. Never afraid of
defying the odds, Luke Skywalker, Han Solo and Leia Organa are
determined to make this the Harbinger’s last flight! But Kreel and his
SCAR Squad specialize in taking down rebels — hard! Let battle
commence! Plus: Jabba the Hutt has a problem, and he’s hired the
Wookiee bounty hunter Black Krrsantan to solve it. But a certain old
hermit of the dune wastes might have a little something to say about
it. Then, R2-D2 goes solo!

Star Wars Vol. 1
What comes next for the Rebels after the events of Vader Down? Find
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out as the adventures of Luke Skywalker and friends continue! The
Rebel crew are en route to a prison base with a very important
captive. But, unlucky for them, they aren't the only ones with their
eyes on this prize! And, in another tale from the journals of Obi-Wan
Kenobi, journey back to the Jedi's days of exile on Tattooine.
Moisture farmer Owen Lars may have taken in young Luke, but he refused
to let Ben be part of the boy's life. Now, prepare to discover the
reason why! COLLECTING: STAR WARS ANNUAL 16-19, 15
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